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Abstract
Satellites provide humanity with many useful services, but for the services
to work reliably, satellites must be carefully designed, programmed and verified. Formal methods provide many techniques to analyze, check, prove,
and synthesize systems. But in addition to correctness we are also interested
in energy and how it is used. This thesis follows the transition of formal
methods research into quantitative territory.
Energy is scarce in space, so to get the most out of the satellites we have
spent large sums to place in orbit, we must also understand how they use
energy. We treat three topics, starting with batteries.
We show that precise modeling of battery behavior in the context of formal methods enables more efficient operation without extensive safety margins, and that battery-aware scheduling can reduce energy waste. On the
other hand, pushing a battery to the limit to provide optimal short term performance reduces long term battery life over hundreds of recharge cycles. We
provide a method to evaluate the long term effect of proposed usage profiles
on the battery and weigh them against the benefit of the increased short term
performance.
The second topic concerns the actual energy use in satellite equipment
such as radio transceivers. Many electronic circuits and computations can be
expressed as dataflow graphs. First we show how a translation of dataflow
graphs to priced timed automata enables the use of cost-optimal reachability algorithms to perform energy-optimal scheduling, and how this can be
used to study trade-offs between time and energy. For the specific dataflow
formalism finite-state machine-based scenario-aware dataflow, we develop a
systematic translation to timed automata such that general properties of the
dataflow graphs can be model checked.
The final topic is the correct operation of computer processors in space.
We formalize a realistic low-level assembly language and show how programs in it can be modified to guarantee detection of computation errors
caused by transient bit errors in data registers, thus making satellite software
more resilient to high-energy particles found outside our atmosphere as well
as aggressive power saving techniques.
iii

Resumé
Satellitter forsyner os med mange nyttige services, men for at disse kan fungere pålideligt, må satellitterne være grundigt designet, programmeret og
verificeret. Formelle metoder giver mange teknikker til at analysere, tjekke,
bevise og syntetisere systemer. Men ud over korrekt opførsel er vi også interesseret i energy, og hvordan det bliver brugt. Denne afhandling følger
overgangen for forskningen i formelle metoder til det kvantitative domæne.
Energien er knap i rummet, så for at få mest muligt ud af de satellitter, vi
har brugt store summer på at opsende, må vi også forstå, hvordan de bruger
energi. Vi behandler tre emner og lægger ud med batterier.
Vi viser at præcis modellering af batteriopførsel i kontekst af formelle
metoder tillader mere effektiv drift uden omfattende sikkerhedsmarginer,
samt at planlægning med opmærksomhed på batterier kan reducere energispild. På den anden side kan det at presse et batteri til det yderste for
at opnå optimal ydelse på kort sigt reducere batteriets levetid set over hundredevis af opladningscyklusser. Vi beskriver en metode til at evaluere de
langsigtede virkninger potentielle brugsprofiler til have på batteriet, og til at
veje dem op mod fordelene ved forøget ydelse på kort sigt.
Det andet emne handler om egentligt energiforbrug i satellitudstyr så som
radiosendere og -modtagere. Mange elektroniske kredsløb og beregninger
kan udtrykkes som dataflow-grafer. Først viser vi, hvordan en oversættelse af
dataflow-grafer til prismærkede tidsautomater tillader anvendelsen af algoritmer til omkostningsoptimal reachability til at udføre energi-optimal planlægning. Dette kan også bruges til at afprøve afvejninger mellem tids- og energiforbrug. For dataflow-formalismen “finite-state machine-based scenarioaware dataflow” udvikler vi en systematisk oversættelse til tidsautomater,
således at generelle egenskaber ved dataflow-graferne kan modeltjekkes.
Det sidste emne er korrekt opførsel af computerprocessorer i rummet.
Vi formaliserer et realistisk lavniveau-sprog og viser, hvordan programmer i
dette kan modificeres for at garantere detektion af beregningsfejl forårsaget
af kortvarige bitfejl i dataregistre. Denne teknik kan gøre satellitprogrammel
mere modstandsdygtigt over for højenergipartikler, der findes uden for vores
atmosfære, såvel som over for aggressive strømsparingsteknikker.
v
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Introduction
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Introduction
Since the launch of Sputnik 1, the first human-made satellite, 57 years ago,
more than 6000 satellites have been placed in orbit to provide society with
services such as communication, navigation, and observation of Earth and
space.
We rely on satellite services to function continuously. The malfunction
of communication services can be highly problematic, and the absence of
weather prediction and military air photos can be directly dangerous. In
addition, satellites are expensive to deploy and nearly impossible to access
for maintenance. Therefore, the correct functioning and reliability of satellites
is an important goal.
To meet this goal, formal methods are required: Mathematical techniques to
model and verify software and hardware systems. The research community
has extensive expertise on analyzing and verifying embedded systems using
formal methods. The question treated in this thesis is:
How can we expand our existing tools and techniques for analyzing embedded systems to analyze satellites under their challenges
of limited energy supply and high risk of computation errors?
Satellites harvest energy from the sun, so the size of the solar panels constrain
the energy supply. Surplus energy is stored in batteries, which are electrochemical devices that convert energy between electrical and chemical forms.
The rate at which this conversion can happen is limited and depends on the
use of the battery in the past. Thus, the analysis of satellites depends on the
analysis of batteries.
Furthermore, satellites operate without the protection of the atmosphere,
which means that radiation and high-energy particles can upset the computations in processors. Computations also risk calculation errors when saving
energy by reducing the supply voltage. Therefore another goal is to examine
how formal methods can be employed to improve the resilience of embedded
systems toward these computation errors.
When the analysis methods have been expanded to more naturally work
with battery-powered satellites, the next step is to enable system developers
3

to use those methods. An important part of satellite communication and radio circuitry is digital signal processing (DSP). DSP can be modelled using
dataflow formalisms. Therefore we have the final goal of enabling dataflow formalisms to be used together with the methods that are relevant for analyzing
battery-powered systems.
Organization The rest of this thesis is organized as an extended introduction followed by a collection of papers. Section 1 presents battery modeling,
Section 2 presents model checking, Section 3 presents timed automata formalisms, while Section 4 concludes and gives future perspectives.
Paper A presents a hybrid timed automaton battery model and combines
it with a task set. The paper demonstrates how a battery-aware task scheduler
can reduce energy waste in a satellite.
Paper B develops a function to evaluate the impact of the short term battery use on the long term wear to the battery. We combine this function with a
model of the GomSpace GOMX-3 nanosatellite and show how reinforcement
learning can be used to perform a trade-off between short and long term battery use. GomSpace is a Danish company that supplies satellite products and
services. Their challenges have in general inspired the work in this thesis and
in particular this paper.
Paper C performs energy-aware scheduling of filter computations for
satellites’ software defined radio (SDR). We translate the filters’ dataflow
graphs to precedence graphs, and from there to priced timed automata. We
use cost-optimal reachability to find schedules and demonstrate a trade-off
between time and energy usage.
Paper D describes a general translation of any synchronous dataflow to
timed automata to enable systems modeled as dataflow to be used with the
timed automata based battery and battery wear models from papers A and B.
Paper E defines and formalizes a low-level language that captures the essential features of the ARM assembly language. We augment it with a special,
atomic blue/green branch instruction and then define a static program analysis to prove that a specifically designed program in our low-level language
guarantees that a single-event upset (“bitflip”) in a data register cannot lead
to unnoticed incorrect operation. We then develop a program fragment that
can replace the special instruction using only the typical core instructions
found on real-world hardware. We employ exhaustive model checking to
prove its correctness, and finally, use statistical model checking to quantify
the effects of more severe types of single-event upsets.

4
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intermittent
discharge
continuous
discharge

time of discharge
Fig. 1: The recovery effect [20]. With intermittent discharges, the battery can recover while idle.

Figure 2.3 Recovery effect: for intermittent discharges the battery can recover
during idle periods. In this plot the off-time is not shown, which leads to the
vertical
jumps in the
plot. In this way, one can clearly see the extension of the
1 Battery
Modeling
battery lifetime [45].
Satellites use energy for computation and for interaction with the world
through sensors and actuators. This energy is typically delivered by batteries and solar panels1 . When the solar panels generate more power than
is consumed, the surplus is used to charge the batteries, and when the solar
panels generate less energy than needed, the battery supplies the difference.
However, to understand exactly when happens when a battery is charged
and discharged, we must consider its inner workings.
Batteries consist of one or more electrochemical cells in which chemically
stored energy is released as electrical energy through an electrochemical reaction. Several factors influence the speed of such a reaction and in turn the
behavior of the battery. With a battery model, this behavior can be predicted.
One example of the dynamics of batteries from everyday life is the flashlight that is becoming dim as the battery is drained. However, after switching
off the dim flashlight for a while, its light will shine stronger when it is again
switched on. This is the so-called recovery effect, illustrated in Figure 1. Another prevalent effect is the rate-capacity effect, see Figure 2, which states that
the total amount of energy you can extract from a battery decreases when
you increase the rate of extraction.

1.1

Types of Battery Models

Jongerden and Haverkort [19] study various types of battery models including electrochemical models, electrical-circuit models, and analytical models.
is possible for spacecraft to be nuclear powered (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Radioisotope_thermoelectric_generator), but this is problematic and generally not done for
1 It

satellites in Earth orbit because they could spread radioactive material when they eventually
deorbit and burn up in the atmosphere.
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for
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high discharge currents. The right figure shows the capacity as a function of the
discharge rate. The discharge rate is given in terms of C rating, a C rating of
The measured
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is discharged
in 12 hour.
Electrochemical
models
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chemical
given relatively cur
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2 hour
rate,
0.5precise,
C. The but
figure
in capacity
the battery.
such,discharge
they are
very
they also depend on
shows that the effective
capacity drops
for high discharge
rates [45].
many parameters
describing
the chemical
properties and physical dimen-

voltage

sions of the components of the electrochemical cells. Such models are developed for several battery technologies including alkaline [24], nickel-cadmium
(NiCd) [13], and lithium-ion [14–16]. The program “dualfoil”2 implements
models for simulating lithium-ion, sodium-ion, and nickel-metal hydride batteries. Dualfoil requires choosing over 50 parameters, but due to its high
precision, it is sometimes used as comparison to test the precision of other
models, because it is much faster, and arguably safer, than testing with real
batteries.
Electrical-circuit models imitate the behavior of batteries using (models
intermittent
of) electrical circuits
composed of voltage sources, resistors, capacitors, etc.
discharge
Models have been made for nickel-cadmium, lead-acid and alkaline [18], as
continuous
well as lithium-ion
discharge batteries [17]. These models are simpler than the electrochemical models but still require a considerable effort to configure [19], and
may have errors up to 12% in predicting battery lifetime [17].
Whereas electrochemical
time of discharge and electrical-circuit models describe the inner
workings of batteries, analytical models describe their effects at a higher level
of abstraction.
This allowsdischarges
for much
computationally
viable simulaFigure 2.3 Recovery
effect: for intermittent
themore
battery
can recover
during idle periods.
thissolutions
plot the off-time
is not while
shown, still
which
leads to the
tionsIn
and
to equations,
describing
battery behavior with
vertical jumps ingood
the plot.
In this Analytical
way, one canmodels
clearly see
the extension
the
precision.
range
from theofsimple
Peukert’s law to
battery lifetime Rakhmatov
[45].
and Vrudhula’s diffusion model [25]. In between these two models, Jongerden and Haverkort [19] find the kinetic battery model [23] to be well
suited for combination with a workload model because it is fairly simple, yet
accurate.
2 http://www.cchem.berkeley.edu/jsngrp/fortran.html
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1−c

hb

c

b

ha

a
i→

k
Bound charge

Available charge

Fig. 3: Illustration of the kinetic battery model

1.2

The Kinetic Battery Model

The kinetic battery model makes a distinction between the charge that is
immediately available to drive a given load, and the charge that, over time,
can become available. These two portions of the charge are known as the
available and the bound charge, respectively. They are illustrated in Figure 3.
In this illustration, the water represents electric charge, and gravity works to
balance out the energy stored in the two wells. However, the wells do not
represent the physical layout of an electrochemical cell; it is merely a mental
model (and batteries also work upside down).
In this model, charge leaves the battery at the rate i. As this happens, the
water level h a drops. This in turn causes bound charge to flow through the
valve to become available, such that h a and hb approach each other.
The amount of charge represented by h a and hb depend on the parameter
0 < c < 1 such that a = ch a and b = (1 − c)hb . The rate of flow from bound
to available charge k (hb − h a ) is proportional to the height difference, with
proportionality factor being the constant k. In sum, the charges are described
by this system of differential equations:

da
b
a


= −i + k ( hb − h a ) = −i + k (
− )

dt
1−c
c

db
b
a


= −k ( hb − h a ) = −k (
− )
dt
1−c
c

(1)

The parameters c and k are constants that depend on the battery technology and can be fitted experimentally. The remaining quantities change over
7

Reality
System

Model checking

Formalization

⇒

Yes

Model

Model checker

Requirement

⇒

Logic
property

or

No +
counterexample

Fig. 4: A model checker takes as input (1) a formal model based on a real system, and (2) a
requirement formalized as a logic property. As output it produces either the answer ‘Yes’, or a
‘No’ and a counterexample (such as a trace) demonstrating how to violate the desired property.

time, as described by (1). The initial condition is the equilibrium, h a = hb ,
where the total capacity C of the battery is distibuted into the available charge
cC and the bound charge (1 − c)C. When a = h a = 0, the battery is considered empty because it cannot readily supply charge, even though it does
contain bound charge.
This model, which we will see in action in Paper A, is a good approximation of real battery behavior while being reasonably simple. Specifically,
unlike more complicated models such as Dualfoil, the kinetic battery model
can be used with the model checking approach.

2

Model Checking

The purpose of verification is to prove the correctness of systems, or to prove
that behavior satisfies specification. The purpose of model checking is to verify
that a formal model of a system satisfies a property by exploring the complete state space of the model. This has three components: The model, the
properties, and the model checking process itself. See Figure 4.
A model is specified in a language or formalism. These include process
algebra, state machines/automata, and Petri nets. In this thesis, the focus is
on variants of automata that include notions of time. They are the topic of
Section 3.
The property or properties can be expressed in different ways. If the
property is expressed in the same language as the system model, verification
entails checking the equivalence of the two models [1, 4]. This method, which
predates model checking, has the drawback that the whole behavior of the

8
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system must be embodied in a single model, which could be as complicated
to design as the system model itself. Model checking, on the other hand,
checks the system model against individual properties, each of which only
concern a single aspect of behavior. Properties are expressed in logics such as
Hennessy-Milner logic, computational tree logic (CTL), and linear temporal
logic (LTL). These are temporal logics that can express properties involving
time. In daily language, this would be statements involving words such as
‘always’, ‘eventually’, and ‘until’.
With model and property in place, model checking can be performed:
The statespace of the model is explored to decide whether the model satisfies
the property or not. Model checking often employs abstraction techniques. If
the statespace is infinite, abstraction is necessary to turn the statespace into
a finite, enumerable statespace. But often, it is also desirable to abstract any
statespace into a smaller one. This is because statespaces are often unmanageably large due to combinatorial explosion. The statespace consists of the
combinations of each state every part of the model can be in. If a system
consists of n components that can each be in one of m states, the combined
will have mn states. And that means up to mn states will have to be explored
to formally guarantee that the property holds. Thus, model checking is computationally very expensive for large models. This is known as the statespace
explosion problem.
In the face of the statespace explosion problem, one might turn to statistical model checking [11, 22]. SMC trades absolute guarantees for speed and
scalability. Instead of exhaustive statespace exploration, the behavior of the
formal model is simulated repeatedly. Statistical methods are used to study
the resulting simulation runs, and produce answers in the form of probabilities rather than Boolean values. For simulation to be possible, the model
must be given a stochastic semantics. It is possible to give a non-deterministic
model stochastic semantics, as well as to statistically model check an inherently stochastic model. We will see more about this on a concrete formalism
in Section 3.2.
Instead of using model checking to determine whether a (laboriously created) model exhibits a specific desired behavior, it can be attractive to algorithmically derive a model that displays the same good behavior. This falls
under the field of game theory in computer science. The protagonist aims to
find a trajectory that satisfies the desired property while the antagonist tries
to prevent the protagonist from succeeding. The (meta) goal for games is to
synthesize a winning strategy for the protagonist, if possible [5]. This strategy
corresponds to a winning subset of behavior in the original, coarser model of
all possible behavior.
As with model checking, synthesis is also relevant for stochastic models [21]. Here, simulation can also be used as an alternative or complement
to the computationally expensive exhaustive synthesis. By combining simu9

lation with reinforcement learning, it is possible to gradually improve a strategy such that the probability of satisfying a given condition is maximized or
minimized [9, 10]. This is used extensively in Paper B.

3

Timed Automata

A central family of formalisms used in model checking, statistical model
checking, and games is timed automata [2] and variations hereof. A timed
automaton is a finite state machine extended with real-valued clocks. Transitions can be allowed or disallowed depending on the values of these clocks,
and transitions can also reset their value. Time transitions let the clock values
grow while remaining in the same discrete state of the system. The (full) state
of the system consists of the discrete state, called location, and the values of
the clocks. First we give a formal definition, based on [1], and then present
an example of the behavior of a timed automaton.
Definition 1 (Timed Automaton (TA)). Given a finite set of actions Σ, a timed
automaton is a tuple ( L, `0 , C, E, I ), where
• L is a finite set of locations
• `0 ∈ L is the initial location
• C is a finite set of clocks
• E is a finite set of edges of the form (`, g, a, r, `0 ), where
– `, `0 ∈ L are the source and destination locations
– g ∈ B(C ) is a constraint (guard) over the set of clocks
– a ∈ Σ is an action
– r ∈ 2C is a set of clocks to reset
• I : L → B(C ) assigns invariants to locations.
The set of clock constraints B(C ) over the set of clocks C is defined by the
following abstract syntax where x ∈ C and n ∈ N.
g, g0 ::= g ∧ g0 | x ≤ n | x < n | x = n | x > n | x ≥ n
Timed automata are usually given in a graphical representation with locations as nodes in a graph. The example shown in Figure 5 represents a
satellite orbiting Earth. An orbit takes 90 minutes, with half of the time spent
in the sun, and the other half in shadow. When the satellite is in the sun, it
harvests enough energy from its solar panels to be able to rotate the satellite
10
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Fig. 5: A timed automaton in Uppaal syntax representing a satellite that can rotate to aim its
camera when in sunlight.

and point a camera at a point of interest. In the shadow, there is not enough
energy for rotation. We will now explain the behavior of this TA informally.
This system has one clock, x, and clocks start at value 0. The double circles
mark the starting location, InShadow. Thus, the starting state of the system is
(InShadow, [ x 7→ 0]). The only edge leaving InShadow is guarded by x = 45
(which is the mathematical meaning of the computer notation x == 45).
Therefore, the only thing that can happen is that time delays until the state
(InShadow, [ x 7→ 45]) is reached. In this state, the invariant x ≤ 45 forbids further time delays in the current location. At the same time, the guard x = 45
x =45,τ,{ x }

has been satisfied, so it is possible to take the edge InShadow −−−−−−→ InSun
(which is another way to write the edge (InShadow, x = 45, τ, { x }, InSun)). In
taking this edge, the clock x is also reset. We will explain the action τ later.
The new state of the system is thus (InSun, [ x 7→ 0]). From this state,
x <45,τ,∅

two options are possible: To delay time or to take the edge InSun −−−−−→
InSunRotated. In Figure 5, no reset is specified on this edge, which means
the set of clocks to reset is the empty set. While being in the sun (in the
locations InSun or InSunRotated), it is possible to rotate the satellite back and
forth (move between those two locations). However, when 45 minutes have
elapsed, the satellite is trapped in its current state of rotation. If it is in
location InSunRotated, it will spend the next 45 minutes in InShadowRotated.
The same is true for the locations InSun and InShadow.
In a more realistic model, it would take some time to rotate the satellite.
It would also be a great advantage to represent energy explicitly. We will see
this done several times in this thesis.
As we have seen, the Uppaal syntax uses some conventions. The set of
clocks to reset is simply not specified if it is empty. Guards and invariants that
are tautologies are also not specified (but can be formalized as x ≥ 0 where x
is a clock). Finally, an unspecified action becomes the “silent” action, τ.
It is called silent because no other components of a system are able to
observe it. Figure 5 has but one component (automaton). But it can be easier
to model a system as a collection, or networks of communicating automata.
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Fig. 6: Three timed automata [12].

3.1

Networks of Timed Automata

A network of timed automata is a set of automata sharing an action alphabet, Σ. Apart from τ, actions come in pairs such that two components can
perform a two-way synchronization over a channel. For example, using the
channel ready, one component can signal that it is ready with the action
ready! while another can receive this signal and react to it by using the action ready?. If two components are in locations that have outgoing edges
with the ready! and ready? actions, respectively, (and the guards are satisfied) both components can take these edges synchronously.
While a network of timed automata allows concise expression of a system,
it cannot express something that a single (larger) timed automaton cannot. At
least this is the case for non-deterministic semantics. But not for stochastic
semantics.

3.2

Stochastic Timed Automata

Stochastic semantics can be defined for many types of timed automata, including priced and hybrid variants. Our discussion here does not depend on
the precise variant. In the stochastic semantics used in Uppaal, networks of
timed automata are considered [12], which differs from the approach in [3, 6].
If two or more components are in a state where the next action is stochastic, a race occurs. The components each sample their delay from the relevant
distribution, and the component that picks the smallest delay wins. This
component then samples its output probability function. The components
update their locations, and a new race starts.
To give an example, the automaton AB in Figure 6 is timed bisimilar to the
composition A| B in the non-deterministic setting. However, in the stochastic
setting, the invariant of the initial location of AB means that the first action
must be output after at most one time unit. The delay is sampled from the
uniform distribution [0, 1] and the output is chosen with equal weight for a!
12
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and b!. In other words, the first output of AB will be a! with probability 12 .
(The stochastic setting uses broadcast synchronization such that the output
a! cannot be blocked waiting for other components to perform a?.)
In the system A| B, the components independently sample from their delay distributions [0, 1] and [0, 2]. Component A has all its probability mass in
the interval [0, 1] whereas B only has half its probability mass in that interval.
Thus, A wins the race with probability 23 . It then outputs a! with probability
1. Thus, the first output of A| B will be a! with probability 32 .
Networks of stochastic timed automata are used in statistical model checking (SMC). The logic property under test is monitored while the system is
simulated according to the stochastic semantics for a finite number of runs.
Hypothesis testing is then used to provide statistical evidence for the result (satisfaction or violation of the property) [7]. Besides hypothesis testing,
SMC also supports probability estimation and probability comparison without explicit estimation (sequential testing). Individual simulations can also
be studied without statistics, and histograms of values observed within a
chosen number of runs can be produced.
The various features of Uppaal Smc are used in Paper A, and in Paper B,
Uppaal Stratego uses the SMC simulation engine in combination with reinforcement learning to perform near-optimization.

3.3

Hybrid Automata

The final type of automata we will touch on is hybrid automata. Hybrid automata are a generalization of timed automata that uses continuous variables
in place of clocks. A clock corresponds to a continuous variable evolving
with a fixed rate of one. But arbitrary rates are possible in hybrid automata.
Here we give a definition based on [8].
Definition 2 (Hybrid Automaton). Given a finite set of actions Σ, a hybrid automaton is a tuple ( L, `0 , X, E, F, I ), where
• L is a finite set of locations
• `0 ∈ L is the initial location
• X is a finite set of continuous variables
• E is a finite set of edges of the form (`, g, a, ϕ, `0 ), where
– `, `0 ∈ L are locations
– g is a predicate on RX
– a ∈ Σ is an action label
– ϕ is a binary relation on RX
13

• F : L → ∆ assigns delay functions to locations
• I : L → B( X ) assigns invariants to locations.
A variable valuation over X is a mapping ν : X → R (also written RX ).
Valuations evolve over time according to a delay function δ : R≥0 × RX →
RX , such that δ(d, ν) is the valuation after time d. Delay functions are assumed to be time additive, i.e. δ(d2 , δ(d1 , ν)) = δ(d1 + d2 , ν) for all delays
d1 , d2 ∈ R≥0 and delay functions δ ∈ ∆. The effect of a delay function specifies a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to be solved. Syntactically,
a delay function is specified as the rates of change of the continuous variables.
The rate expression x 0 = e indicates that variable x changes with rate e, where
the expression e may refer to constants as well as variables in X.
In Uppaal syntax, rate expressions are parts of invariants, such that an
invariant could be x <= 5 && y' == x - 2. If no rate is specified for a variable, it is assumed to be 1.
As for the other types of automata, the semantics of a hybrid automaton
is a timed labeled transition system. The states are the pairs (`, ν) ∈ L × R| X |
where ν |= I (`). There are two types of transitions. One type is the delay
d

transition (`, ν) −
→ (`, ν0 ) where d ∈ R≥0 and ν0 = F (`)(d, ν). The other type
a
is the discrete transition (`, ν) −
→ (`0 , ν0 ), which exists whenever there is an
0
edge (`, g, a, ϕ, ` ) such that ν |= g and (ν, ν0 ) ∈ ϕ.
As before, this can be given both non-deterministic and stochastic interpretations. In the non-deterministic interpretation, many interesting problems are undecidable. However, in the stochastic interpretation, also known
as stochastic hybrid automata, undecidable problems can be estimated using
statistical model checking. Hybrid automata are used to model the Kinetic
battery model as described in Section 1.2, and in Paper A.

4

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have demonstrated the applicability of statistical model
checking to battery-powered systems. We asked how tools and techniques
for analyzing embedded systems can be improved to analyze satellites. The
main challenge for satellites is the limited energy supply combined with the
behavior of batteries. Two aspects of battery behavior are important.
Getting energy out of (and into) batteries takes time, which can be described using differential equations. We showed how the kinetic battery model
[23] lends itself to modeling as a hybrid automaton, which is naturally combined with stochastic automata to form a network of stochastic hybrid automata. This enables natural expression of complicated systems, which can
be analyzed with using the technique of statistical model checking. For systems of a limited size, SMC is complementary to hybrid systems verification.
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For large models, which have enormous statespaces due to the statespace
explosion problem, SMC can be the only practical analysis technique.
In addition to analyzing the performance of an existing system model,
SMC can be combined with reinforcement learning to synthesize control
strategies that are optimized for a given criterion. Thus, instead of designing
and analyzing several variants of a control program or scheduler, a nearoptimal solution can be synthesized, provided the controllable parts of the
system are specified. While this can help using a battery in the most efficient
way in the short term, this also wears out the battery quickly. And because replacing batteries in space is prohibitively expensive, predicting battery wear
can be an important aspect of satellite design and mission planning. We created the wear score function to rate proposed system designs on their relative
impact on the long term battery life. Battery datasheets typically include
endurance data for the simplest of workloads, but the wear score function
takes any usage profile as input, and evaluates it on both charge/discharge
rates and depth of discharge. Like the kinetic battery model, the wear score
function can be integrated with a model based on timed automata.
Besides battery performance we have looked at synchronous dataflow
models of the circuits that use power in a satellite. For software defined
radio (SDR) circuits, we have modeled different implementations of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter as dataflow graphs. By translating these
graphs to linearly priced timed automata, we have enabled the use of costoptimal reachability algorithms, such that energy-optimal scheduling can be
performed, based on power measurements of the underlying platform. We
concluded that no filter implementation is the best in any case. The filters fill
different parts of the time and energy trade-off.
However, while the above mentioned translation was specific for the type
of circuits used in the filters, it is also useful to study general classes of
systems. For the more expressive finite-state machine-based scenario-aware
dataflow formalism (FSM-SADF, of which synchronous dataflow is a specific
case), we have developed a general translation to timed automata. First, it enabled model checking of FSM-SADF graphs, which in turn enabled analysis
of properties that existing tools cannot handle. Secondly, it enabled the combination of FSM-SADF graphs with the battery models studied previously.
Finally, we have treated a specific challenge for satellites: Computation
errors. The lack of protection from the atmosphere means that computer
processors in space have a considerably higher risk of computing incorrectly.
We have given a method of modifying programs to guarantee detection of
computation errors caused by “bitflips” (transient errors) in data registers.
The method is based on a static program analysis, and a proof based on
model checking. However, bitflips in the program counter register or in the
encoding of the executing instruction are too unpredictable to be able to guarantee error detection. We have studied these types of errors using statistical
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model checking. The results indicated that our method can reduce the risk
of harmful bitflips going undetected by several orders of magnitude.
Thus, we have expanded the “toolbox” of formal methods with three
tools: A method for evaluating the impact of usage profiles and task schedules on battery longevity, a method for enabling extended analysis (including
in combination with battery models) of synchronous dataflow graphs, and a
method for improving the resilience of control programs against bit errors
caused by the conditions in space.

4.1

Future Work

Directions for further work follow the three topics summarized above. For
statistical model checking involving hybrid battery models such as the Kinetic Battery model, performance can be improved using approximation techniques. Preliminary results have already been obtained in collaboration with
my colleagues Peter Gjøl Jensen and Kasper Søe Luckow.
For application of battery models, another interesting venue is hybrid
electric vehicles and other applications that combine several power sources
with different characteristics. This can lead to interesting scheduling problems in the interplay between different power sources.
In general, it could be interesting to study a “energy storage hierarchy”,
similar to the memory hierarchy in computer architecture, where speed,
capacity, and price are parameters. For energy storage, parameters could
here also include transfer speed, capacity, and price, as well as other factors
such as effifiency/waste and pollution. This idea arose in discussion with
Boudewijn R. Haverkort.
The battery wear score function can rank usage profiles, but the score
itself may not be proportional to the actual expected battery life. Future work
includes adapting the function to predict battery wear for specific battery
technologies based on measurements. Preliminary studies are being started
at University of Twente by Marijn Jongerden and Boudewijn R. Haverkort. In
general, the function in itself should also be validated in collaboration with
researchers in energy technology or chemistry.
For dataflow formalisms, we have discussed the possibility of inventing
a new scenario-aware dataflow formalism where the state machine is not
driven by the dataflow graph itself, but instead by a timed automaton that
independently chooses when new scenarios arrive. The consequences of such
a change would be interesting to study.
Finally, we have worked on detection of computation errors due to bitflips.
An interesting extension is to expand this toward the greater goal of fault
recovery.
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